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0,000+ influencers
reaching 500+ million people

across 11 platforms
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PARKLU selected 20 beauty 
brands from around the 
world who are competing  for 
the Chinese consumers’ 
attention. We measure atten-
tion based on Influencer 
mentions, audience reach, 
social engagement, and total 
media value.Using PARKLU’s analytics 

platform, we are able to 
monitor the activities levels 
of our 18K+ influencer da-
ta-base across 11 social 
media platforms for any 
brand selling in China.

PARKLU’s expert team of 
market analysts interpret the 
data into actionable findings 
for industry leading brands.

PARKLU’s analytics tool 
allows us to identify trends, 
monitor performance, and 
export customer sentiment 
through various influencer 
activities.
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influencer 
mentions### Influencer Mention: how many KOLs have mentioned the brand and the number of times the brand is mentioned

MID TIERTOP TIER MICRO TIER

WEIBO (Influencer Tiers)
Micro: 100,000 – 300,000 / Mid-tier: 300,000-800,000 / Top-tier: above 800,000

WECHAT (Influencer Tiers)
Micro: 5,000-20,000 / Mid-tier: 20,000-50,000 / Top-tier: above 80,000

XIAOHONGSHU (Influencer Tiers)
Micro: 20,000-80,000 / Mid-tier: 80,000-300,000 / Top-tier: above 300,000



### Unit：KOL & %

reach@@!%&&&&
engagement rate

Engagement RateReach

Engagement rate = Engagement (like, comment, repost…) / Reach
Reach: the total number of followers of all the KOLs who have mentioned the brand



### sSocial mMedia 
distribution 

Unit: Post

WEIBO        WEIXIN         XIAOHONGSHU      OTHERS

Social media platform distribution: in which social media platforms are the brands mentioned, 
the number of times being mentioned on every platform



### Unit: 1M RMB

Media value is a metric that allows you to compare the value of influencer campaigns to regular ad costs on social media platforms. An 
effective KOL campaign should be more profitable than conventional social media marketing.

media value



baidu
index### Baidu Index is sourced from Baidu’s official keyword search engine data. Baidu uses keywords as the statistical 

objects and calculates the weighted sum of search frequency.

Average Data / Month



wechat
index### WeChat Index is sourced from WeChat’s official index data. WeChat uses keyword searches and  keyword mentions 

across official account articles and articles publicly forwarded on the platform.

Average Data / Month



@ 悦享旅者 Fashion Official Account

100K+  
R e a d i n g

6524
L i k e

15000
E n g a g e m e n t

1130K
F o l l o w e r s

6950K
F o l l o w e r s

8000
E n g a g e m e n t

@ 大佬甜er  Beauty Bolgger

（ R e p o s t + C o m m e n t s + L i k e ） （ F a v o r i t e + C o m m e n t s + L i k e ）

WeChat 
eEngagement top

weibo 
eEngagement top

xiaohongshu 
eEngagement top

Popping Pink Luxury for 
Springtime Fashion
@悦享旅者’s WeChat post introduced her 
favorite pink luxury products to match the 
cherry blossom blooms of spring. Her favorite 
products included luxury beauty products, 
handbags, underwear, accessories and cloth-
ing. All of the luxury products had shocking 
pink design elements like Balenciaga’s pink 
Crocs and a candy pink dress from Céline. 
To increase post engagement, @悦享旅者 
created a raffle style give-away that could be 
entered by commenting. The WeChat post 
received more than 100,0000 reads and 
6,524 likes.

In a short video published on Weibo, fashion 
and beauty blogger @大佬甜er shared her 
top luxury buys and latest fashion trends for 
the spring. She shared makeup products, 
cloths, and featured a purse from Gucci. @大
佬甜er improved the posts engagement with a 
lucky draw product giveaway. The post 
received 4,838 reposts, 2,280 comments, and 
6,895 likes.

@深夜徐老师’s post on Xiaohongshu (RED) 
featured the daily fashion trends of China’s 
top youth idols. Even though she talked about 
hot topics like celebrities and luxury brands 
including Gucci, Louis Vuitton, and Balencia-
ga, it was her humorous take that struck a 
cored with followers. The post received 4,532 
likes, 724 comments, and 2,883 favorites.

提及品牌：Gucci
提及品牌：

Louis Vuitton、Gucci、Balenciaga

A Lighter Attitude Towards Idol 
Luxury

Top Buys for the Discerning 
Luxury Lover

Mention Brand：

Balenciaga、Celine

@ 深夜徐老师 Fashion Bolgger
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Conclusion

       Social Media Distribution:    Chloe, Chanel, Dior, Louis Vuitton, and 
Giorgio Armani experience more exposure on Weibo, while Hermès, 
Prada, Fendi are mentioned more frequently with influencers on Wechat. 
Gucci, Céline, and Michael Kors have more balanced attention across 
Weibo and WeChat. Gucci, Chanel, Hermès, and Coach are all paying in-
creasing attention to Xiaohongshu (RED), as the network rises in impor-
tance for the luxury focused social media user.  

        Reach and engagement:   Chanel’s absolute reach and engagement 
well outperformed other luxury brands. Dior and Gucci also attended high 
levels of reach but their engagement rates slipped to the middle of the pack. 
Other stand outs were Coach, Kenzo, while total reach was weak, their 
social engagement was solid. 

        Baidu & Wechat Indexes:  Gucci’s dominance among social media 
influencer is affirmed by Baidu and Wechat indexes. Gucci joined China’s 
social media game relatively late but now sets social media aesthetic stan-
dards. Gucci has also been able to connect with China’s youth in a way no 
other luxury brand has been able to attain.

Coach, Burberry, Chanel and Dior preform relatively well on Baidu’s index. 
However, it’s obvious that some brands like Burberry focus more attention 
on search optimization than social media awareness. While brands like 
Coach, Chanel and Dior take a more balanced approach. 

China’s social media influencers are obvious trend setters. Deeper data 
analysis show clear trend setting as Baidu and WeChat Indexes lag influ-
encers’ social media activity. 

To provide greater clarity for China’s luxury industry, PARKLU analyzed 
social media influencers’ awareness and engagement data for 20 top 
luxury brands from France, Italy, Japan, Britain, and USA. Social media has 
tremendous influence on luxury fashion in China as 82% of luxury consum-
ers consider themselves heavy social media users. The main platforms in-
fluencing luxury customers are WeChat, Weibo, Xiaohongshu (RED), and 
Douyin. Many of China’s luxury taste makers are social media bloggers 
that wield a great deal of influence on these platforms. 

       Exposure:   Gucci, Chanel, Dior, Hermès, and Burberry topped the list 
of high exposure rate brands. In almost all categories, Gucci’s social 
media management stands out with high frequency, contextual posting and 
quick reactions aimed at creating conversations with  online customers. 
Dior’s reaffirmed commitment the China market shines through on social 
networks. Dior also received a social boost after officially announcing three 
Chinese young celebrities as the new faces of Dior China. Chanel caught 
the attention of luxury fashion bloggers with their 2018/19 ready-to-wear 
runway collection.
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If you’d like to learn more about China influencer marketing, please visit us at

www.parklu.com

WECHATPARKLU.com

中国影响力营销平台

To provide greater clarity for China’s luxury industry, PARKLU analyzed 
social media influencers’ awareness and engagement data for 20 top 
luxury brands from France, Italy, Japan, Britain, and USA. Social media has 
tremendous influence on luxury fashion in China as 82% of luxury consum-
ers consider themselves heavy social media users. The main platforms in-
fluencing luxury customers are WeChat, Weibo, Xiaohongshu (RED), and 
Douyin. Many of China’s luxury taste makers are social media bloggers 
that wield a great deal of influence on these platforms. 

       Exposure:   Gucci, Chanel, Dior, Hermès, and Burberry topped the list 
of high exposure rate brands. In almost all categories, Gucci’s social 
media management stands out with high frequency, contextual posting and 
quick reactions aimed at creating conversations with  online customers. 
Dior’s reaffirmed commitment the China market shines through on social 
networks. Dior also received a social boost after officially announcing three 
Chinese young celebrities as the new faces of Dior China. Chanel caught 
the attention of luxury fashion bloggers with their 2018/19 ready-to-wear 
runway collection.


